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Multimedia & the Self-Instructional Module: A Sixth Grade Cuneiform Exploration
In adult teacher training at Trinity Christian College, the designing of a Self-Instructional

Module, in the vain of Richard D. Kellough, is a central assignment in the course on teaching in
the middle grades. Kellough's model explored the construction of a self-instructional module
through the readers' participation. Through this effective module, a great variety of topics were
addressed in lessons, ranging from primary grades lessons on coin differentiation to basketball
basics for middle schoolers, to a yoga routine for anyone preparing for a test (the last one has
proven useful on more than one occasion).
The self-instructional module aligns well with a constructivist outlook on education. The
intention is to turn a lesson into a small, manageable unit which a student can pursue under his or
her own direction and pacing. The lesson itself is broken into small, easily comprehensible bits
of information, designed to slowly expand the zone of proximal development throughout its
employment, further supported by the frequent assessment with immediate feedback. A
conversational tone is recommended throughout the instruction so as to create a safe and
supportive environment for the learner. Additionally, there is very little deference given to the
instructor's assessment in comparison to the learner's, as all items assessed, possibly exclusive of
the final assessment, has an answer key provided.
Most interesting, however, is how well this model translates to computer-aided learning.
Indeed, a good number of online instructional aids are already using this model, whether
intentionally or otherwise (Jacobs 2005). Most instructional aids can relatively simply utilize
near instantaneous feedback on assessments, easily-comprehensible bits of of information, and
language that is conversational. Indeed, these criteria can even be considerably improved
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through computerized delivery: Feedback is not only quick, but also recorded and repeated until
correct; the easily comprehensible is further enhanced through the use of vivid visuals and even
animation or video; and rather than reading text in a conversational tone, students can actually
interact with the text itself.
Literature Review
The idea of a self-instructional module is not a new one. For over forty years now, the
idea has gone through many different iterations. The self-instructional module is characterized
by individualization with—somewhat counter-intuitively—broad application, small bursts of
information punctuated by frequent, corrected checks on comprehension, and being learner
directed (Kellough & Kellough, 2007). Because of the format, it is good for building perceived
proficiency, self-efficacy, and related feelings of self-confidence. Arguably, this is one of the
greatest strengths of the format as these character traits have proven time and again to be directly
correlated to academic performance and ability(Cassidy & Eachus, 2000). It is found to be an
effective teaching tool at multiple levels, and in multiple settings. It has proven effective at
training student teachers when utilized in training their cooperating teachers(Coulon, 1991), and
equally as effective in training health care workers in administering and monitoring
immunizations (Lancaster, Mauldin, Gilbertson, Darden, & Kittredge, 2005).
The self-instructional module has been found well-suited to electronic delivery (Bauer,
1978; Lancaster, Mauldin, Gilbertson, Darden, & Kittredge, 2005; Jacobs 2005). Jacobs (2005)
cites several well-known websites that are “Effective examples of an autonomous approach to
learning,” which “feature an online guide with step-by-step information and interactive testing
with automatic checking. Some key features of these websites include the minimization of text to
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prevent the learner from becoming distracted or overwhelmed and the use of quality designs with
high levels of colour, to help maintain attention by enhancing visual appeal.” This makes readily
apparent some of the shared aspects between the self-instructional module and its translation into
the world of computers, these smaller bits of information are even further minimized, and more
effectively delivered with the capability of both static and dynamic visual displays, thereby
satisfying both the verbal/textual and imagery subsystems of coding. If anything, the
constructivist undergirding of the self-instructional module is amplified: Not only are these
multiple inroads addressed, but the context within which the information is both delivered and
assessed can resemble the real world in much greater ways, including the linearity. In the typical
instructional models, pedagogy demands a specific succession of information delivery. In the
constructivist model, however, it is necessary for the learner to explore and interact with the
object of learning in an authentic way, manipulating his or her relationship with the knowledge to
understand in complete ways. Through indexed computer self-instructional modules, students
are able to see the intended linearity of the lesson, and also to jump back and forth and repeat any
given aspect at will, more closely representing this exploration (Jacobs, 2005; Costagliola,
Ferrucci, Polese, & Scanniello, 2005).
Lastly, the computerization of the self-instructional module makes it possible to
counteract the negative aspect of any self-directed educational undertaking—lack of focus and
momentum. While this primarily affects the young (Ausburn, 2002), it is rather simply negated
through the use of automated prompts, particularly those that mimic the expansion of the zone of
proximal development, particularly as it concerns those tasks which students are capable of
completing on their own, but unlikely to initiate (Kauffman, Ge, Xie, & Chen, 2008).
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Apparatus

Description of Students and Educational Setting
This seemed the ideal mode of instruction for a lesson given to sixth graders on the
formation of cuneiform. The sample of 140 sixth-grade students was all from one of the two
academic teams at the school, and was filtered solely by submission of data artifacts that met
assessment criteria. Six sections of social studies, including one honors section and two with a
large contingent of students with an Individualized Education Plan were tested at a middle school
in the southwestern suburbs of metropolitan Chicago. Sample demographic was significantly
representative of the school at large in

Student Heritage

terms of ethnic heritage (see Figure 1) and
was composed of 77 females and 63 males.

21%

Using last year's data, the school had 788
students with a 95% attendance rate.

43%

4%

Students considered to be of low income

African
Asian
Caucasian
Hispanic

comprised 48% of the students and limited
English proficient 1.6%. The school did
33%

not meet adequate yearly progress last year
and is currently on Academic Watch Status Figure 1: Student Ethnic Heritage
year 4.
The classroom itself is a social studies classroom averaging 26 students per class period.
They are extremely varied in ability. Prior to the point of study, the students had studied units on
overarching themes of history and world geography, as well as the paleolithic/neolithic shift from
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hunting-gathering to domestication. The lesson itself was at the end of a unit on Mesopotamia,
covering early civilizations there, the ever-changing roles in which workers specialized,
including the advent of civilization, government, and formalized religion.
The five of the six sections were most familiar with a highly-structured and teacher-led
classroom format in this subject area. The remaining section of honors students was
considerably more familiar with self-directed learning, although most often from their textbooks.
Many of the students struggled with self-directed learning, thus it seemed logical they could
benefit from an self-instructional module's independent, but still highly-structured, broadly
accessible format and the resultant high rate of success.
Materials and Procedure
The students completed a self-instructional module on computers in the classroom, using
proprietary presentation software. The cuneiform project was designed to introduce the idea of
cuneiform slowly, mimicking the natural progression of the writing system from simple
pictographs to complicated phonograms. The basic structure of the lesson, as well as many of
the graphics, were taken from the History Alive! series' lesson on this progression, utilizing line
art depictions of each stage of development to match with either each other or their English
equivalents. Additional graphics from the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago were
utilized as examples of cuneiform, and additional information was taken from the classroom
world history text. The presentation was simple in construction, with the students using only
navigational buttons to interact. Answers were recorded on separate paper. The recorded results
were analyzed for accuracy and recorded in a database. However, the grades themselves were
derived completely from completion and adherence the instructions given. This method of
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grading resulted in high academic return.
Several days after completing the module, the students were given the assessment from
the section of their text that encompasses cuneiform. This quiz and its items were analyzed as
they related to the subject matter of the project.
Results
The students participation in the cuneiform project was enthusiastic and complete—60%
earned a perfect grade for completion and 49.2% had no errors. The beginning section, in which
the students constructed a nameplate in the fashion of early pictographs provided some
extremely interesting and, in many cases, deeply-held responses from the students.

On the associated quiz, the students' mean score was 95% (σ 0.06%). This quiz featured
an heavily-weighted essay portion, in which the students could chose to write about cuneiform
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Figure 2: Comparing Assessment Scores Based on Cuneiform Essay Participation
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(participants) or not (non-participants). Of the participants, which comprised 65.7% of the
population, the mean score was 95.7% (σ 5%). For non-participants, the mean score was 94.3%
(σ 7.4%) (see Figure 2). Regarding the cuneiform project, participants had 91.8% mean
accuracy (σ 13.2%) whereas non-participants had 90.8% mean accuracy (σ 17.1%). The results
show little to no correlation between selection of cuneiform as a topic of discussion on the essay
portion of the assessment and cuneiform project accuracy. The data does not point to a
significant relationship on the given measures. However, there was a high degree of
achievement from nearly all students on both the project and the later assessment (see Figure 3).

Cuneiform Project Accuracy vs. Corresponding Quiz Score
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17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89 97 105 113 121 129 137

Figure 3: Cuneiform Project Accuracy and Corresponding Quiz Score

Reflection
This project, while inconclusive, was successful. Through its administration, the students
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were able to engage with and learn about the subject matter. It was apparent from the quality of
the time and intensity spent on as well as the work submitted for the original cuneiform project,
and all of the assessments scored well. The computer interaction was exciting for the students,
and their excitement at receiving such high marks was practically palpable. The material
presented was compelling, I found myself more than once wishing I could sit down and go
through the module.
I was disappointed in my adaptation of the self-instructional module. It would lend itself
better to construction in a Flash or Java environment, providing the quality, instantaneous
feedback in a much more accessible way, and preventing the unnecessary complication of
transferring answers to paper. I hope to learn more about that technology in the near future. In
the meantime, I will continue to utilize the self-instructional module format when it can be of
advantage to my students.
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Appendix A – Student Samples

Illustration 1: Norman
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Illustration 2: Meleenah
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Illustration 3: Villalobos

Illustration 4: Lilliana
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